1. **We help you focus on what matters most—your agency’s mission.** GSA’s Assisted Acquisition Services offers acquisition, project and financial management services that let your agency focus less on acquisition management and more on your agency’s core mission activities.

2. **We manage mission-critical, complex and sensitive projects.**
Your project is our priority. From information technology and professional services to facilities maintenance and international disaster response, we secure the right solution for your specific need.

3. **We support you through the entire acquisition lifecycle.**
We offer our federal partners a streamlined acquisition approach through the entire lifecycle of their project—even ongoing project management post award.

4. **You choose the level of support - even a la carte.**
Our clients can choose the services and the level of support needed for their requirements—small or large, simple or complex.

5. **We provide value.**
On average, we save our customers 10% of their Independent Government Cost Estimate. That enables you to reallocate saved funds for other mission critical activities on your list.

6. **We can help meet your agency's small business goals.**
When we work with you, all small business and socioeconomic credits will go to your agency, not to GSA.

7. **Your requirements drive the type of contract we use.**
We listen carefully to your needs and goals to ensure we find the right contract vehicles and compliant solutions that match market conditions, including firm fixed-price, time and materials, and a wide range of cost contracting options. Our corps of professional contracting officers, specialists, and project managers use the best solution, using both GSA and non-GSA contract vehicles to meet your agency’s needs.

8. **We help you find the right industry partners.**
We provide access to thousands of industry partners for unlimited variety in products and service solutions.

9. **Our experts can work wherever you are—globally and in secure environments.**
We have certified acquisition professionals experienced in financial and project management in both DOD and Civilian agencies and available to work in any type of secure environment located around the world.

10. **We can be your agency’s ‘force multiplier’.**
The term ‘force multiplier’ is defined as an attribute that makes an effort more effective than that same effort would be without it. As a force multiplier, we help you increase the resources available, allowing your agency to complete activities that would normally require a significantly larger force.

We’d like to talk to you. Call (703) 605-3699 or email us at assistedservices@gsa.gov to get started.